CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

After analyzing the obtained data in Nez Academy, the researcher comes to the conclusion which is divided into two, which are the form of code mixing and the reason why the judges and the host of Nez Academy performing code mixing in this big talent show in Net channel.

From the data obtained, the researcher finds that there are two types of code mixing, inner code mixing and outer code mixing, but all of the sentences contain outer code mixing. Inner code mixing occurs when there is an insertion of some elements of regional language into a national language in a sentence, while outer code mixing occurs when there is an insertion of some elements of foreign language into national language which here is some English elements are inserted into an Indonesian sentence.

In inner code mixing, there are six forms in the data obtained data, which are word, phrase, hybrid, idiomatic, clause, and word reduplication. Furthermore, there are nothing sentence contained inner code mixing found in the data.

All of actress, host, presenter. They always have a special character or identity, and it is very expensive and valuable for his/her character, if they just have a good looking and they do not have a special identity, it is impossible to make an actress or actor stay cool forever in world actress, for example Boy William, he has a good looking, speak English fluently, in every moment, he
always speak two language, and it is unique. And then Agnez Monica, she has a
good looking, speak English fluently, and then she has a good vocal and then who
is not Agnez Monica.

**Suggestion**

This research has a good suggestion for all of people in this word, if you
want to be a good person, it is not easy, it very a difficult for do it, you must hard
work for do it, and when you become a good person, you can not forget your step
by step for get it.